
June 18, 2008 
Laws of Displacement 
 
In physics we learn that it is impossible for two solid objects to occupy the same 
space at the same time.  They came to this brilliant conclusion based on simple 
observations.  It started, supposedly, with a man in a bathtub realizing that the 
level of water rose up as his fat butt submerged.  
 
What I find fascinating about this observation, personally, is how silly it is.  I 
would think that common sense would have told us all this simple thing and no 
one would have needed to make a "Physics Law" about it.  
 
Not sure if medals were awarded, the Queen dubbed him a knight, or what.  I just 
find that the most simple of operations of common sense become a cause for 
hysterical celebrity in a peer group that obviously had just woken up in a brand 
new world that very morning.   
 
I guess this meant that they no longer had to wonder why they couldn't pound 
square pegs into round holes.  And whoever was trying to put one rock inside of 
another, could now, with permission, abandoned the experiments because they 
were doomed to fail.  There was a "Law" now, that made it okay for solid objects 
to exist, co-exist separately, and the world did not end.  
 
Allowing objects to exist/co-exist without trying to force one into the other, did not 
change either object. However, if you force them together, collide them, both are 
damaged, but neither becomes the other. 
 
Imagine, if you can, if this epiphany of "Laws of Displacement" had not been 
'discovered' (I love that word.  As if something "obvious" must be "discovered" as 
if it were hidden!).   
 
Imagine the kind of havoc "Scientists"  and the common Government Potentates 
would be trying to wreak on this earth, by forcing Rocks to become other rocks.  
Worse, if they decided that only one type of rock was acceptable? Rocks would 
be hauled in, against their will, and other rocks would smash against them over 
and over again, until nothing but pieces of rocks were left.   
 
Surely, the 'experiments' would be seen as futile and ignorant and someone 
would have to raise their hand and say "Stop!".  Surely, someone in government 
would have stopped funding the experiments as yielding only damage, right? 
 
Continuing along in the Imagine Bus, if you will, we see that there was no one 
who really knew what was going on with the rocks.  Rocks were just rocks and 
people who were not around when the rocks were being smashed in an effort to 
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make them become something they were never intended to be, were never told 
about the experiments and how long they had gone on.   
 
Looking off to the right of the bus (Buckle up, it's bumpy where the broken rocks 
are scattered over the land here) we see that those who are perpetuating the 
rock smashing claim to hold an 'ideal' of what a rock should be.  That ideal 
declares that there are some rocks that are inferior to other rocks and really don't 
have a right to exist.  In an attempt to save those rocks, they want them to 
become like the 'Right Rocks' and are determined to make it happen.   
 
Assuming they had all it took to master and subdue Nature, fool God, they 
continued to try and turn one kind of rock into another rock by breaking it to 
pieces and then tying the pieces together.  String, rope, fire, glue.  Nothing really 
worked.   
 
"Stupid Rocks!" the Foreman yells. "Don't they know we are trying to make them 
better?"  
 
(Shut the windows.  You don't want to hear all their yelling and name calling.) 
 
They have broken many rocks before, and they follow the criteria set forth by 
those who smashed and broke so many rocks before them in this wild 
experiment that never seems to yield anything but damaged rocks, and dust. 
(Oopsie! There's a big bump!).  They claim to have the best of intentions in 
creating 'better rocks', but no real examples to show except some glued-together 
rocks that look right on the outside, but are all mixed up on the inside.   
 
Because they don't yet understand the laws of Nature, and because they have a 
culture that believes you can dominate Mother Nature, and that you can 
determine which Rocks God approves of and which are not yet 'good enough', 
they continue to haul rocks from far and near (There's a truckload of rocks being 
dumped over there), repeating the experiment, over and over again, with more 
force and more brutality, thinking that force and brutality will win the 'battle' of 
rocks not appreciating what is being done for them. 
 
Don't get up, we are still on the bus.  The road is getting really bumpy now 
because, oddly enough, bigger and bigger chunks of rocks are showing up on the 
road.  Some rocks were damaged, but they were not broken.  The experiment 
was failing but it was ongoing.  Government, so it seems, is willing to fund the 
dumbest, most pointless, even cruel experiments, if someone can give them a 
story about how it is for the good of all.   
 
Government not so dumb as to believe it, but they want to hear it.  Very powerful 
people profited from the rock changing experiments.  The citizens would not 
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continue to pay taxes if they knew about these pointless, damaging experiments.  
So a good cover story, despite evidence to the contrary, despite the most 
obvious contradictions at play, a good cover story is necessary to allow violations 
of God's intention and Nature's Balance, to continue.  
 
(The bus lurches side-to-side as the tires dodge even bigger rocks).  Apparently, 
some rocks would not be broken.  Some pieces looked too small to be a problem, 
but they eventually collected in large enough groups that people could see piles 
and piles, hills and mountains, of damage.   
 
Okay, finally, the public became aware, Congress became conscious, and the 
experiments stopped.  Turns out that it is impossible to break one rock into dust 
and then build a better rock out of the pieces by adding glue. The money 
stopped.   
 
But decades would go by before anyone realized how much money had been 
thrown at this project of trying to turn the nature of one rock into the shape, form 
and feel of another rock.   
 
So, I guess we needed the Laws of Displacement to be explained to us after all, 
eh?  I mean, otherwise, just think of the damage we would have done and the 
money wasted in creating that damage. 
 
The Bus Stops now.  We get off.  And now we can all scratch our heads and 
wonder why, since the Laws of Displacement were already known, why it 
seemed possible or even okay to have Residential Schools.   
 
Real flesh and blood Human Beings being treated by other people as if they were 
Inferior in the eyes of Government and imperfect in the Eye of The Creator.   One 
has to wonder, and wonder we should, for all our sakes: "What exactly was the 
government and the Church so afraid of that they felt they had 'permission' to 
pursue the mission, as they stated: "To Kill The Indian In the Child."  ? 
 
That this was done, with the help and 'guidance' of the most powerful churches 
on the face of the earth, is stunning in contradiction.  Those who claim to speak 
for God, did such ungodly crimes to helpless children, for generations, with the 
permission, and funding of the most powerful Government on the face of the 
earth.  
 
Could there have been a more obvious wrong on either count?  How far would 
we have been, as a Nation, had we learned from one another instead of trying to 
turn one into the other, by force?  What better pursuits could we have entered, 
and where would that road have taken us? 
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We need to look at those questions, and others.  This is a time of awakening.  
This is a time of the Truth Coming Out.  It is a time where we have to look at what 
all was taken from all of us, and what ruin was perpetrated in our name, and find 
a path of Truth and Reconciliation so that we can move forward.   
 
In moving forward, we need to see, by understanding more clearly what could 
have been, where it is we want to go, and how we want to get there.   
 
Of all that was done to destroy Indian People: Their language, their carvings, 
their culture, their lifestyle, their hair and their stories, all being beaten and 
smashed, over and over again, so much has, despite it all, survived.  
Somewhere, in each battered child, was a story of survival beyond anything the 
rest of us can imagine.  Some of the stories have to do with friends and family 
members who never came back from those godless Residential Schools.   
 
Like so many broken rocks and so much dust, they were dumped in unmarked 
graves, mass graves, waiting to be found and their broken bones to tell the 
stories for them.  It's coming and we had better be prepared for what we will 
learn.  And we had better learn or we are all lost. 
 
Those who have the knowing and who can come together with others who also 
have the knowing, can help us all to heal and rebuild again, what God Intended 
each of us to be and what Nature gave us to work with.  We must regard one 
another, and others, as Human Beings.  We cannot allow ourselves to think we 
are better than anyone because we can't say for sure that we would have 
survived differently had we had their life.  We cannot be sure that we would have 
survived at all.  Respect the life that is left.  Respect the life that you have.  
Respect one another. 
 
We must never again practice the destructive ways of fear and oppression.  
Those who did not allow the fear and oppression to break them, saved us all.  
We must not tolerate the tools of fear to ever shape us as a society, as a people, 
as a nation, ever again.   
 
Fear And Truth Cannot Occupy the Same Life 
 
Those who practice intimidation, fear us.  They fear everything.  They fear that 
we will wake up and realize, we know they are afraid.  There is no other reason 
for anyone to ever intimidate anyone unless they are afraid of them.  Why expend 
that much energy and time for nothing? Surely, it is a lot of work to sustain a 
network of bullying and intimidating, always afraid that the soldiers will mutiny.  
Not like people of good character get into the practice of intimidating others, so 
collapse it must and collapse it will. 
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Those who have committed crimes against us, fear us.  They fear the 
consequences of what they have done.  They can trust no one.  They cannot 
even trust one another.   
 
Once you know this, that fear cannot enter you again.  They can hurt you, rob 
you or kill you, but they cannot make you 'afraid' and that is a truth they will avoid 
at all cost. They will avoid facing it by avoiding confronting you and having to see 
it. 
 
They cannot put their fear in the same place as your knowing the truth.  The 
Laws of Displacement Apply.  They fear you will find your own power and they 
will be powerless over you.  They will try more and more devious and desperate 
things, to try and root out your knowing the truth and replace it with their brand of 
fear.  That with your knowing you will see their fear, clearly.   
 
It does not matter who they are, this is how it works.  If a big one picks on a little 
one, it is because he is afraid of bigger ones picking on him.  He is afraid that if 
he cannot intimidate you, cannot make you fear, you too, will overpower him.  It 
becomes important to the bullies, that you fear them; that you do not let yourself 
think in ways that question their power.   
 
If many pick on the few, it works the same.  Stay your ground. The truth will be 
heard.  
 
Once you realize they have no power they cannot feed off your fear.   The evil 
inside them starves and begins to feed off of them. And it shows. They know you 
see it.  They know you sense it.  They know you know! 
 
And it smells.  You can smell it on them. The minute they lose power over you, 
even for an instant, you can smell it on them.   
 
They cannot win.  And now, all their killing is coming up out of the ground, like 
frost heave, showing up along with their other crimes.  They keep trying to stomp 
it back down, but there are too many of them, shoving up, blurting out, sending 
documents to me, speaking up. 
 
I say that we, as a nation, have survived a genocide.  In order to begin the 
healing, we must recognize this occurred.  To prevent it from ever happening 
again, we must study on all levels, how it came to be, why it was allowed and 
what made it tolerable and prevent it from ever getting a foothold in our 
communities ever again.   
 
Those who would use the tactics on you that were used in Residential Schools, to 
intimidate you, keep you silent, are becoming afraid of you.  Their high standing 
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is seen as a joke.  Their self-serving stories, filled with lies, snickered at 
somewhere in the crowd, becoming a ripple as they lose their composure 
("Who's doing that!??") Afraid to hear someone say: "I am! You are full of it and 
we all know it!"  
 
And like the forced silence of Residential Schools, making each survivor an 
accomplice, filling them with shame for not being crushed too, you can now 
speak out.   
 
They fear you will.  They know that when you start to speak out, all that has been 
held back, the anger, the information you have been forced to keep inside all this 
time, will start like a trickle and become a flood of information and revelation. 
What they did.  What you saw.  What you heard and what you know.   
 
It is in you, waiting to be free.  Waiting to set you free.  "And the Truth Shall set 
you Free!"  Each of you (and you can sense it, so can they), is dying to be free.  
Be free before you die.  Let it go so it will let you go. The Truth and the Silence 
cannot occupy the same space without damaging the holder that tries to contain 
it. 
 
The Laws of Displacement Applies to All of Us 
 
No lying preacher, no bullying government can alter the Intention of God and the 
Ways of Nature without the consequences of revealing their true intentions and 
their fears.  Human Beings are Children of God and that is one Parent you may 
not want to piss off in this lifetime.  
 
To abuse Human Beings, in this nation or other nations; in institutions, prisons or 
schools is to commit a wrong we know we are doing. Excuse it all you want, you 
cannot deny it.  Deny it all you want, you cannot hide it.  Hide it all you want, it 
will be revealed and all those who partook in it, laid bare with it.  The Balance of 
Nature demands it.  It is how we learn, as Human Beings, to redeem ourselves.  
That cannot be changed any more than rocks can be made into other rocks with 
glue and string. 
 
The True Self and the Lie Cannot Exist in the Same Place At the Same Time 
 
It is something we all know, inside, without having the law of it declared to us.  
Those who try to defy it, suffer the consequences in this world and the next.  The 
taste of their own fear always with them. The smell of their own fear around 
them.  Their true self revealed, untimely in events. Their true self shows, slipping 
out of hiding, and might be spied.  The work it takes to maintain the lies destroys 
the people that try to contain it.  
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It destroys the children, the health, the reputation is made of wax and will not 
withstand the heat of inquiry, the light of truth.  Wax people melt away revealing 
their ugly true self, and they think we cannot see?  Do we pretend not to see?  
We don't have to pretend, anymore.  It defies our true self to pretend we don't 
know who they are, what they have done.  We turn into wax, like them, if we 
persist in such pointless politeness.   
 
Keeping silent, protecting secrets of murder cannot exist in the same place and 
the same time, as the desire for Truth and Healing.   Guilt and Peace cannot 
exist in the same being at the same time without shattering the spirit, consuming 
the mind and destroying the heart that contains it. The discomfort is chronic and it 
grows.  Our families suffer for it, and we become less when we should be so 
much more.  
 
Choose to be your true self 
 
You can be anything you want to be, but no one has the right to force you to be 
anything you don't want to be.  The Laws of Displacement apply.  Looking back 
on it, considering it was the most powerful Government and the most powerful 
"Men of God", you would have thought it was obvious that the Residential 
Schools were an abomination in the sight of God and that it could only reveal the 
most powerful government in the world, was afraid of small Indian Children.  How 
powerful must be those Indian Children, then and now! It could only reveal that 
the strongest Churches in the world were based in ungodly politics of their own.   
We need to look at those questions now, as we did not then, and act accordingly, 
for our own good and the good of all people. 
 
The "experiment" (euphemism for 'genocide') failed.  It was cruel, wrong and did 
not have 'good intentions' (Disabuse us all of that rationale if we want to survive 
the rest of the awareness that is coming.  After all, a sloppy contradiction and the 
obvious truth cannot exist in the same place at the same time.) (I guess that is 
what Denial is for?) 
 
(The sound of water sloshing out of a bathtub as the Fat Bishop sits into a soak.)  
 
Time to recognize what was done and to understand the damage done, and to 
realize what must be done.  
 
It involves all of us.  It involves what is left of all of us. 
 
You know where to find me. 
 
~Cat 


